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Our logo
Horizontal version

01 The Logotype
This is our logo to be used for all screen
work, including websites, banners and
presentations. Please make sure you are
using the latest version.

Both these logos are
available in a negative
version. See page 18.

02 The sound
We wanted to identify our new brand with
the sound made by the ball when hits the
net.

03 The Isotype
Vertical version

The logo is made of an isotype + name.
As you know the isotype is a net with an “s”
shape. An “s” for “sport”, for “swish” and for
“simple”.

Photo
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Net

Rounded

Filled

Deep
sensation

“S” for Swish
“S” for Sport
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Our logo
x6

04 The word “SWISH”
The original typography is called Walkway.
A modern font with an extra wide in
characters.

x6

x3

x6

From that font, we made some changes and
cut the letters to be unique.
x6

Create movement, speed and represent
sport were the key point.

Breathe area

Before

SWISH

05 Breathe area
The reference for representing the breathe
area is the width of the “i”. You have to pick
the size and repeat it as you can see above.

Process

SWISH

This is
the size!

After
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Our logo

Do’s

04 Do’s and dont’s.
Take a moment to think about how you
apply the logo.
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Always leave the
logo some space to
breathe. Use white or
neutral backgrounds.

If it’s unavoidable to
place the logo over a
colour or a photo, use
the negative version.

Do not use the
negative logo on
backgrounds that are
too light or cluttered.

Do not rotate the
logo.

Do not add
embellishments
like drop-shadows,
embossings etc. to
the logo.

Do not sit the logo on
yucky colours.

Dont’s
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Our Typography
01 Primary
Our primary typography is Gilroy.
Is the one we will use for paragraphs, titles,
flyers, etc.

Aa
abcde fghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890¡!¿?*-&
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02 Secondary
We can use the whole
family:
Regular
Medium
SemiBold
ExtraBold
Black

Our secondary typography is Bai Jamjuree.
You can use this font for claims or special
texts, combined with our logo.

This is for our claim ”Feel the
game”.
We can use it only in the
italic version:
Medium Italic
SemiBold Italic
Bold Italic

Aa

abcde fghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890¡!¿?*-&
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Our colors
01 Be colorful
Colors give us our personality. We’re bright,
bold, colorful and confident. They’re simply
loud and clear.

Remember:
For web you have to use
RGB code or #Hexadecimal.
For print you may use CMYK.

Dark Blue
#101e4c
C 100
M 92
Y 41
K 40
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Orange
#ed731b
R 31
G 37
B 72

C0
M 65
Y 94
K0

MidBlue
#3766AE

Purple
#4A3F78
R 238
G 114
B 28

C 84
M 82
Y 22
K8

R 73
G 63
B 121

C 83
M 58
Y1
K0

SeaBlue
#12B5C9
R 56
G 102
B 174

C 72
M1
Y 22
K0

Green
#4A3F78
R 21
G 181
B 201

C 80
M2
Y 84
K0

R3
G 165
B 85

It appears in “swish” leters.

It appears in the isotype.

It appears in the isotype.

It appears in the isotype.

It appears in the isotype.

It appears in the isotype.

We use Dark Blue for texts.
We really don’t like black, so
if it can be avoided... avoid
it!

Try not to use it outside the
logotype.

Try not to use it outside the
logotype.

Try not to use it outside the
logotype.

Try not to use it outside the
logotype.

Use this color for buttons
or call to actions in digital
products.
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Our colors
02 Secondary colors
Those colors are very important. You will
use them all day, so be careful not to use it
wrong.

Remember:
For web you have to use
RGB code or #Hexadecimal.
For print you may use CMYK.

Sunset Orange
#E51C00

Light Grey
#E7EBEE

C0
M 96
Y 100
K0

C 11
M6
Y6
K0

R 228
G 31
B 19

The Sunset Orange is for
all remarkable words that
are quite important or for
call to actions in banners,
advertising, flyers, etc.
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R 232
G 235
B 238

Our favorite grey
You will find it in our light
backgrounds (app, website).
Use it as much as you can.

Live
Basketball
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Feel the game
01 Strapline
Wherever possible, the SWISH logo should
appear with the strapline.
The logo has been set in a number of
different formats. Pick the one that best suits
the usage.

FEEL

THE

We can use this logo always
with background image or
dark color.

GAME

BY

Square + Strapline + NBN23

FEEL

THE

GAME

BY
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Versions
01 Horizontal

03 Vertical

Color

White + color

Vertical color

Vertical white + color

Vertical color + NBN23

Vertical white + color + NBN23

Vertical white

White

02 Square
Square

Square + NBN23

Square + Strapline + NBN23
BY

FEEL

BY
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BY

THE

BY

GAME

BY
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Brand voice
01 Simple & Direct

Examples:

Be part
of the movement

We want to give direct and simple messages
both outside and inside the company.

02 Consistent

Feel the game

How we create a recognizable voice and a
strong brand.

03 Positive
With effort and good ideas, the future is
bright.

Enjoy the game
in real time

04 Inviting
SWISH is for everyone.

05 Audience-first communication
Try to focus on the user. Communication
must be closer and easy to understand.

06 Funny
Don’t forget our claim: Feel the game. We
want to transmit energy, fun, play, power...
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Welcome to
the next generation
Now all basketball
on the go
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Icons
01 System

03 Collection

System icons are designed to be simple,
modern, friendly, and easy to understand.
Each icon is reduced to its minimal form,
expressing essential characteristics.

All icons are composed by
strokes, without filled areas.

02 Reticle
If you create an icon for SWISH you have
to design it inside a reticle with those
specifications.
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24 x 24 px

20 x 20 px

The stroke is 1,5 weight
With rounded borders
No details
Continue
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Photography
01 Closer
Our photos are closer to the user. Details are
important, we have to focus the photo in one
element or scene, and use blur backgrounds.

02 Enjoy
If we need to show people, it could be young
people between 30-40 aged and if it’s
possible transmit: happy, fun, smile, fresh...
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Photography

Choose your
background image

03 Frame
Every time you will use SWISH logo with a
background image, you can use the square
version.
To use it, please follow the instructions and
create this unique net over the image.

Apply a color filter
(corportaive colors)

With this template, you always get the
correct size and proportions of the logo.

Repeat the logo
filling the image

Select the position
of the logo and
remove the rest
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Merchandising

Mobile hitch

01 Doing branding outside
Remember to use the CMYK colors for
print. And be sure to use the logo correctly,
depending on the background.
The logo should be visible and legible.
Cups

Advertising
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Clothes
01 Be SIWSH
Yes! We have SWISH clothes. Don’t go crazy,
we know you like everything.
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Clothes
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